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Slavery Is Practiced In The U.S.A.

1.Article l Section 9 Clause 3.

2.Say Ex Post Facto, what it mean ? Let us see

3.Done or made after the fact

4.Having retroactive force and effect, to be exact

5.They say no Ex Post Facto law shall be pass

6.But United States made citizens of second class

7.Put them under statutes and codes so they could regulate

8.And taxes every chance that they get, so they can celebrate

9.They converted our names to artificial

0.This is how they put us right under their judicial

1.System, now I gotta let it be known

2.Through En Legis, your natural name has been cloned

3.When I say En Legis, that means creature of the law

4.A latin word that we never heard before

5.Now first it was the constitution for America

6.Then it was changed to constitution of America

7.What they did, was change for into of

8.And the whole entire saying was different, yeah it was

9.One was for a country, the other a corporation
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0.Taxing the American people, a new formation

1.We got controlled from another foreign power

2.While we witnessing these darkest hours, they devour

3.But Article l Section 10 Clause 3,

4.What does it reads, let us see, bear with me

5.A contract with a foreign power is forbidden

6.Check for yourself and you would see where it's written

SLAVERY IS PRACTICED IN THE USA

BUT BECAUSE YOU GET A CHECK, YOU SEEM TO THINK IT'S OKAY

KUNTA KINTE TRIED TO GO FOR HIS FREEDOM, HIS FOOT WAS CUT

BUT NOW THEY CUT YOUR BENEFITS AND YOU'LL GIVE UP

1.Common law is taken out of the courts, our rights are shunning

2.Taking the people money, that's quite cunning

3.They have the nerve to have the Bible in the courtroom

4.Now shouldn't that be common law ? I would assume

5.But it's commercial, that's why we have to pay a fine

6.Once you plead guilty, you on the cashier line

7.These administrative agencies are in violation

8.Acting outside Constitution, annihilation

9.A citation, another way to tax the people

0.Converting a right to a crime is illegal

1.They enslaved us on another level, we couldn't see

2.Had the American people thinking they were free



3.Removing from our body all them physical chains

4.But putting invisible chains up on our brains

5.Our birth certificates were pledged, that's what I said

6.They are doing commerce cause mentally, we are dead

7.We are destroyed for the lack of knowledge

8.So don't think you are learned just because you finished college

9.In case you forgot, we were taught from their school

0.So don't you forget who educated us fool

1.Fringes on the flag in the court is martial law

2.So once you entered, you've just stepped into war

3.We must be careful in the battles that we choose

4.Once you enter their courts, they have another set of rules.

5.Called color of law, a misuse of power

6.Dressed with the authority of the state, so they can devour.

SLAVERY IS PRACTICED IN THE USA

BUT BECAUSE YOU GET A CHECK, YOU SEEM TO THINK IT'S OKAY

KUNTA KINTE TRIED TO GO FOR HIS FREEDOM, HIS FOOT WAS CUT

BUT NOW THEY CUT YOUR BENEFITS AND YOU'LL GIVE UP
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